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How does Environment Influence Galaxy Evolution?

Distinct Galaxy Populations within Clusters
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The Next Step
How does cluster environment 
shape galaxy evolution at z>1? 

• a homogenous sample of high-z clusters, with spectroscopy
→ SpARCS/GCLASS

How we accomplish this 

• accurate star formation rates
→ 24um-Spitzer, 100/160/250/350/500um-Herschel

• develop a dynamical definition for environment
→ accretion histories can isolate dynamically distinct 
galaxy populations



SpARCS Cluster Survey/GCLASS

•>200 massive infrared-
selected cluster 
candidates

•42 sq. deg. survey with 
deep z’ band imaging

•GCLASS: 10 
spectroscopically 
confirmed clusters 
from 0.86 < z < 1.34 
with ~500 members 
above 2e9 M⊙
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Figure 1. gz[3.6 µm] color images of the nine GCLASS clusters used in this analysis. The field of view of each image is 7! " 7!, which is approximately the area
covered by the spectroscopic observations and corresponds to 3.5 Mpc on a side at z = 1. Rich clusters at z # 1 show a range of morphologies, from roughly spherical
and centrally concentrated with a clear central galaxy (e.g., SpARCS J003645$441050, z = 0.869) to asymmetric with filamentary-like structure and no clear central
galaxy (e.g., SpARCS 104737+574137, z = 0.956).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

masks per cluster which in turn permits the study of a larger
sample of clusters and cluster galaxies.

Full details of the GCLASS mask design process and data
reduction will be presented in a future catalog release paper;
here we outline the most relevant steps of the observational
setup and data reduction.

3.1. Target Selection and Mask Design

Spectroscopic targets were prioritized using three criteria,
which in order of importance were (1) clustercentric radius,

(2) observed z! $ 3.6 µm color, and (3) 3.6 µm flux. High-
est priority was given to bright 3.6 µm sources in the cluster
core with colors close to the observed red sequence, lowest
priority was given to faint 3.6 µm sources on the cluster out-
skirts with z! $ 3.6 µm colors 1.0 mag redder or 1.5 mag bluer
than the cluster red sequence.14 As an illustration of how the
slit priorities were assigned, in Figure 2 we plot the observed

14 The precise color prioritization varies from cluster to cluster by a few tenths
of a magnitude around these numbers. The color selection was broader for the
higher-redshift clusters due to the bluer rest frame probed by z! $ 3.6 µm.
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M200 = 2.6⇥ 1015 M�

• z = 0.871

• 85 spectroscopic cluster 
members

• 24um imaging

•

M200 = 1� 4⇥ 1014 M�

• z ~ 1.2

• 123 spectroscopic cluster 
members → stacking

• 100/160/250/350/500um 
imaging

•

Noble et al 2013

Noble et al in prep



Results: z=0.871 Star-Forming Cluster Galaxies 
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Are we truly sampling star-forming galaxies in distinct environments?



Isolating Accretion Histories with SimulationsThe Astrophysical Journal, 754:97 (17pp), 2012 August 1 Haines et al.
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Figure 3. Stacked phase-space diagram (rproj/r500 vs. (vlos !"v#)/!v) for the 30
most massive clusters in the Millennium Simulation at z = 0.21, the snapshot
closest to the mean redshift of our cluster sample. Each point indicates an
MK < !23.1 galaxy from the Bower et al. (2006) semi-analytic model catalog,
colored according to when it was accreted onto the cluster, those being accreted
earliest indicated by red symbols. Here accretion epoch is defined as the snapshot
at which the galaxy passes within r500 for the first time. Galaxies yet to pass
through r500 by z = 0.21 are indicated in mid-blue and dominate at large
cluster-centric radii (r ! 2 r500) and along the caustics |v ! "v#|/!v ! 1).

accreted at an early epoch, and are shown in Figure 3 as
red symbols. These are spatially localized in the cluster core
and their LOS velocities are typically !1! . We identify this
population with those galaxies that either formed locally or
were accreted when the cluster’s core was being assembled,
with their low velocities reflecting the fact that the system they
fell into was only a fraction of the present-day mass of the cluster
and possibly further slowed by dynamical friction. The second
population of galaxies are those accreted after the formation of
the core. Some of these galaxies are falling in for the very first
time. These galaxies span the gamut from those that have yet to
cross r500 (blue symbols), those that are close to pericenter, and
through to “back-splash galaxies” (green symbols, primarily)
that have completed their first pericenter and are now outward
bound (Mamon et al. 2004; Pimbblet 2011). The maximum
extent of this population in the vertical axis of Figure 3 is
a function of both the actual velocities of the galaxies and a
geometric projection factor. At small projected radii, galaxies
with the highest LOS velocities are physically located deep
inside the cluster, their high velocities being the result of being
accelerated all the way in.

Figure 3 demonstrates that we can statistically associate
those galaxies lying along the caustics as mostly infalling (blue
symbols), and those with low LOS velocities and cluster-centric
radii as the most likely to be virialized (red/orange symbols). It
reveals the potential of using the caustic diagram to statistically
identify the primary accretion epoch(s) of observed cluster
galaxy populations based upon their distribution in the plot.

4. RESULTS

In total we have identified 48 X-ray point sources among
member galaxies in the 26 clusters studied, corresponding
to between 0 and 6 X-ray sources per cluster (Table 1). Of
these, 24 have both LX > 1042 erg s!1 and MK < !23.1
(K$+1.5). From our spectroscopic survey of other cluster
members within the Chandra images, we identify in total 2702

MK < !23.1 galaxies, giving us an estimate of fraction of
massive cluster galaxies (MK < !23.1) hosting X-ray AGNs
(LX > 1042 erg s!1) of 0.73% ± 0.14%, once we account for
the fact that the spectroscopic completeness of the X-ray AGN
subsample is higher than that for the remaining inactive cluster
population. This is consistent with Martini et al. (2007) who
found that 0.87% ± 0.25% of MR < !20 galaxies in eight
clusters host AGNs with LX > 1042 erg s!1. Although their
survey is R band selected rather than our K-band selection,
both reach %M$+1.5 and so should be directly comparable.
Interestingly, our value is %40% lower than the 1.19%±0.11%
obtained by Haggard et al. (2010) for MR < !20 field galaxies
at 0.05 < z < 0.31 from their analysis of 323 archive Chandra
images covered by SDSS DR5 imaging and spectroscopy.

Of the 48 X-ray AGNs, 32 are detected with Spitzer and 9
of these are identified as luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs,
LTIR > 1011 L&, where TIR is the total infrared luminosity
integrated over 8–1000 µm). Conversely, 6 out of the 10 most
luminous cluster galaxies at 24µm (covered by the Chandra
data) are found to be X-ray AGNs. We note that this does
not mean that these IR-bright AGNs would be identified as
AGNs via the infrared selection of Stern et al. (2005), while the
24 µm emission may be due to star formation rather than nuclear
activity. We do note, however, that for eight of the nine LIRGs,
a comparison to our available Herschel photometry reveals that
they have much flatter SEDs ((f100/f24) < 10) than found
for star-forming galaxies at these redshifts ((f100/f24) % 25;
Smith et al. 2010a; Pereira et al. 2010), and more consistent
with the flatter power-law SEDs of Polletta et al. (2007) in
which the infrared emission is mostly due to dust heated by
nuclear activity. For the remaining 24 µm detected X-ray AGNs,
those objects detected by Herschel mostly have far-IR SEDs
consistent with star-forming galaxies.

At X-ray luminosities LX ! 1042 erg s!1 there are four
potential sources of X-ray emission in galaxies: low-mass X-ray
binaries (LMXBs) which are sensitive to the total stellar mass of
the galaxy (Kim & Fabbiano 2004); high-mass X-ray binaries
(HMXBs) which are sensitive to the recent star formation
activity (Mineo et al. 2012); thermal emission from a hot gas
halo; and an AGN. It is thus important at this point to quantify the
possible contribution to the X-ray emission of our Chandra point
sources from the former three components. Mineo et al. (2012)
show that HMXBs are a good tracer of recent star formation,
and their collective luminosity scale linearly with the SFR,
LX(0.5–8.0 keV) % 2.5 ' 1039 SFR (M& yr!1) for SFRs in the
range 0.1–1000 M& yr!1. Based on comparison of the 24 µm
based SFR estimates to the observed X-ray luminosities for each
point source, HMXBs contribute a maximum of 10%–20% of
the X-ray luminosity, and in most cases less than 1%. To examine
the possible contribution to the X-ray emission from LMXBs
or the hot gaseous coronae, which should both scale with stellar
mass, Figure 4 shows the broadband X-ray luminosity against
the K-band absolute magnitude of the X-ray sources associated
with cluster members, colored according to whether they are
detected at 24 µm (magenta) or not (black) points. X-ray point
sources associated with field galaxies at 0.15 < z < 0.30 are
shown in blue. The predicted relations between LX and MK for
LMXBs (dot-dot-dot-dashed line; Kim & Fabbiano 2004) and
thermal emission from the diffuse gas halo (dot-dashed line; Sun
et al. 2007) are both shown, and both lie considerably below any
of the X-ray point sources. From these analyses it seems likely
that all of our X-ray point sources are primarily powered by
central AGNs rather than any other source.
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see also: 
Biviano+ 2002, Mamon+ 2004, 
Gill+ 2005, Mahajan+ 2011, 
Oman+ 2013
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through r500 by z = 0.21 are indicated in mid-blue and dominate at large
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Isolating Accretion Histories in Phase-Space

r x Δv = 0.4

r x Δv = 0.1

Accreted recentlyMixAccreted early

Caustic profiles kinematically isolate different accretion histories
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Accreted recentlyMixAccreted early

Specific SFR versus r x Δv at z=0.871

Conclusion: An accretion-based definition of environment yields 
a ~1 dex depression of SSFR at low values of r x Δv
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Stacked Specific SFR versus r x Δv at z~1.2

same depression of SSFR at low values of r x Δv 
(early accretion) with larger sample and MIPS sample

Accreted recentlyMix

Accreted early

same depression of SSFR at low values of r x Δv 
(early accretion) with larger sample
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Intermediate 
phase-space bin 
has coolest dust 

temperature
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A Possible Quenching Model?

removal of 
warm gas/dust; 
gradual or no 
decline in SFR

Strangulation 

removal of cold 
atomic disk gas; 
delayed then 
rapid quenching 
of star formation

Ram-pressure stripping
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Conclusions
• a dynamical definition for environment based on phase-space 

trumpet profiles (r x Δv) offers a unique snapshot of distinct 
galaxy populations that have been accreted at different periods 
of cluster formation

• we see a decline in the specific SFR of cluster star-forming 
galaxies with caustic environment - moving from regions of 
recently accreted galaxies to earliest accreted galaxies

• we see a slight decline in the dust temperature for galaxies in 
the intermediate phase-space bin

• we suggest one plausible quenching model with combination of 
strangulation and ram-pressure stripping


